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Abstract 

 

 Process-induced volumetric defects are inherent to additively manufactured parts. This study 

investigates the effect of volumetric defects on the tensile properties of the laser powder bed fused (L-

PBF) Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated with large variations in process parameters (a total of six sets of 

process parameters). Cylindrical rods of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens were stress-relieved before removal 

from plates and machined to tensile specimens. The defect distribution of specimens resulting from each 

set of process parameters was analyzed using a high-resolution X-ray computed tomography machine. 

Quasi-static tensile tests were performed at room temperature using a servo-hydraulic MTS machine. 

Tensile results were correlated with defect statistics. No apparent difference was observed in the yield 

strength of the L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens despite the large variations in the process parameters resulting 

in significant differences in defect content. However, a considerable drop in ductility was observed for the 

specimens fabricated with insufficient energy.  

 

Keywords: Additive manufacturing, Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF/LB-PBF), Ti-6Al-4V, Defects, 

Tensile properties. 

 

Introduction 

 

 Additive manufacturing (AM), a layer-wise advance manufacturing technology, has received 

significant attention as a suitable replacement for conventional subtractive manufacturing methods due to 

its capability to fabricate parts in near-net-shape conditions with little to no post-processing [1]. The rapid 

progress of different AM technologies and a better understanding of the process-structure-property 

relationship of additively manufactured (AM) parts have resulted in increased adoption of AM parts in 

engineering applications [2,3]. Among different materials that can be fabricated using AM, Ti-6Al-4V is 

one of the most prominent alloys used in most commercial Ti applications. Conventionally manufactured 

Ti-6Al-4V components have been widely used in aerospace, automotive, naval, and biomedical sectors 

[4–6]. The combination of high strength and light weight as well as the ability to sustain in highly corrosive 

environments and elevated temperatures made Ti-6Al-4V highly desirable in these applications [4,7]. 

 

 AM method, although it offers numerous benefits over conventional manufacturing methods, AM 

components often consists of process-induced volumetric defects. The type of defects form in AM parts 

mainly depend on the fabrication process parameters (e.g., laser power, scan velocity, hatch distance, layer 
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thickness, etc.). The most common volumetric defects in AM parts are keyhole (KH) pores (usually form 

due to excessive energy or heat input [8]), lack-of-fusion (LoF) defects (form mostly due to insufficient 

energy input[9]), and gas-entrapped pores (form due to gas entrapment, supersaturation of metal gas 

within the melt-pool, etc. [10,11]). In addition, the formation of defects in AM parts may also be affected 

due to powder characteristics [1,12,13], the volume of parts [14], geometry and location of parts on the 

build plates [15], etc., even after using recommended process parameters. These process-induced defects 

can impact the mechanical performance of AM parts [16–18]. It has been reported that the LoF defects, 

due to their irregular morphology, can cause a significant impact on the tensile properties of laser powder 

bed fused (L-PBF) Ti-6Al-4V [19–22]. Hence, the impact of defects on the mechanical performance of 

AM Ti-6Al-4V parts needs to be well understood for the qualification and certification for critical load-

bearing applications [23,24]. 

 

 The formation of volumetric defects and their impact on mechanical properties for AM Ti-6Al-4V 

parts manufactured via optimized process parameters has been well studied [20,25,34,26–33]. However, 

based on the studies available in the literature, there is a lack of understanding of how defects type and 

density impact the tensile properties of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V. Therefore, this paper investigates the tensile 

properties of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V fabricated with large variations in process parameters.  

 
Experimental Procedure 

 
 Ti-6Al-4V cylindrical rods were fabricated employing an EOS M290 machine with six different 

process parameter sets. Apart from the manufacturer recommended process parameter, five other sets of 

process parameters were used to induce different types of KH and LoF defects. Process parameters (apart 

from the recommended one) varied so that insufficient or excessive energy induced LoF or KH type 

defects.The list of the process parameters used in this study is shown in Table 1. Following fabrication, 

the rods were stress-relieved at 705°C for 1 hour with a heating rate of 5°C/minute in an electric furnace 

and furnace cooled before removing from the build plate. Following stress-relieving, the Ti-6Al-4V rods 

were machined to round tension test specimens according to the ASTM E8 standard [35] (see Figure 1).  

 

Table 1. Process parameters employed for fabricating L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V parts. 

Intended 

defects 
Designations 

Power, P 

(W) 

Layer 

thickness 

(µm) 

Scan 

velocity, V 

(mm/sec) 

Hatch 

distance, H 

(µm) 

Energy 

Density, E 

(J/mm3) 

Recommended Recom. 280 

30 

 

1200 140 55.55 

KH KHa 336 840 140 95.24 

KH KHb 364 960 140 90.28 

LoF LoFa 252 1200 140 50.00 

LoF LoFb 224 1200 140 44.44 

LoF LoFc 280 1200 168 46.29 

 

 The defect type and population of specimens fabricated using each process parameter set was 

analyzed by scanning the middle of the gage section (length of scanned section is ~ 5 mm) employing a 

Zeiss Xradia 620 Versa X-ray computed tomography (XCT) machine. XCT scanning was performed at 

160 KV voltage and 21 W power along with an X-ray filter to reduce the count of low-energy photons. 
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The voxel size for each scan was kept at ~ 5.5 µm for all conditions. After scanning, the projection images 

were reconstructed using the Zeiss Xradia software and post-processed using ImageJ software.  

 

 Quasi-static tensile tests were conducted using MTS servo-hydraulic testing machine with a load 

cell capacity of 100 KN according to ASTM E8M standard [35]. Tensile testing was conducted at a strain 

rate of 0.001 mm/mm/s in displacement-controlled mode. A mechanical extensometer was attached to the 

specimen to record the strain values till fracture. At least three specimens were tested for each set of 

process parameters.  

 

 
Figure 1. Geometry of the round tension test specimen according to ASTM E8M 

standard [35]. All the dimensions are in mm. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 
 In general, the unique thermal history during fabrication of the AM parts contributes to the 

formation of process-induced defects (e.g., pores, LoF, etc.). The defect content may increase when 

thermal energy deviates from the optimized process parameters. Energy density for L-PBF parts can be 

calculated from the following equation (1) [36]: 

 

𝐸 =  
𝑃

𝑣ℎ𝑡
                                                                                                                                                     (1) 

 

where E is the energy density, P is the laser power, v is the scanning velocity, h is the hatching distance, 

and t is the layer thickness. 

 

 Typically, excessive thermal energy input results in the formation of KH defects [37]. KH defects 

form when deep cavities formed due to vapor recoil are “pinched off” at the bottom of the melt pool during 

solidification [37–39]. On the other hand, LoF defects are irregular in shape and typically form when the 

insufficient thermal energy density input fails to complete the melting and binding of metallic powders 
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[28,40,41]. However, regardless of formation types, excessive volumetric defects are undesirable as they 

can negatively impact mechanical properties [16]. 

 

 Scanned volumes of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated using different process parameters 

are shown in Figure 2. The defect distributions in specimens fabricated using different process parameters 

are also shown in terms of defect counts per volume and defect volume fraction in Figure 3. As seen in 

Figure 2 and Figure 3, specimens fabricated in manufacturer-recommended process parameters and KHb 

parameters (i.e., the specimen fabricated using a 30% increase in laser power and 20% decrease in 

scanning velocity) contained the lowest defect count and density. In addition, the KHa specimen (i.e., the 

specimen fabricated using a 20% increase in laser power and 30% decrease in scanning velocity, with 

defect volume fraction of 0.019%) had a slightly increased defect volume fraction (factor of ~6) compared 

to the recommended (0.003%) and KHb specimens (0.002%). On the other hand, the number of defects 

and defect volume fraction of LoF specimens are much higher than both recommended and KH specimens 

(defect volume fraction of LoFa, LoFb, and LoFc specimens are 0.056%, 0.129%, and 0.571%, 

respectively). It is also observed in Figure 3(a) that LoFb and LoFc specimens contained higher number 

of large defects compared to the recommended, KHa, and KHb specimens. Hence, it is evident that the 

formation of defects is more sensitive to the reduction of energy input than the increase. Moreover, among 

LoF specimens, the specimen fabricated with increased hatching distance (i.e., LoFc) consists of the 

highest defect volume fraction (0.571%), which indicates that increasing hatching distance is more 

detrimental than decreasing laser power input for L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens. 

 

 
Figure 2. XCT scanned volume of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated using 

different process parameters: (a) Recommended, (b) KHa, (c) KHb, (d) LoFa (e) LoFb, 

(f) LoFc. 
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Figure 3. (a) Distribution of defects and (b) percentage of defect volume fraction of L-

PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated using different process parameters. 

 The engineering stress-engineering strain curves and column charts presenting tensile properties 

of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated in different process parameters are shown in Figure 4. Tensile 

properties of wrought Ti-6Al-4V annealed at 705°C for 1 hour collected from Metallic Materials 

Properties Development and Standardization (MMPDS) [42] is also included in Figure 4(b) for 

comparison. Column charts in Figure 4(b) include yield strength (Sy), ultimate tensile strength (Su), and 

percent elongation to failure (%EL) of the specimens. As seen in Figure 4, both KH specimens (i.e., KHa 

and KHb) exhibit slightly higher tensile strengths (~ 40 MPa higher Sy and Su compared to the 

recommended conditions) compared to other conditions. In contrast, all the LoF specimens (i.e., LoFa, 

LoFb, and LoFc) exhibited comparable tensile strengths (i.e., both Sy and Su) to the specimens fabricated 

with recommended parameters. In addition, recommended and KH specimens (both KHa and KHb) 

showed comparable ductility (i.e., %EL); whereas all the LoF specimens had slightly lower ductility (i.e., 
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%EL). All the LoF specimens (i.e., LoFa, LoFb, and LoFc) had similar %EL, ~ 20% lower than 

recommended and KH ones. 

 

 .  

Figure 4. (a) Engineering stress-engineering strain diagram, and (b) column chart comparing 

tensile properties of L-PBF and wrought (collected from [42]) Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated 

using different process parameters. 

 

 Comparable tensile strengths (i.e., both Sy and Su) of KH specimens compared to the recommended 

ones can be attributed to the nature of KH defects as well as thermal energy experienced by the KH 

specimens during the fabrication. It has been reported in the literature that KH defects, even if they form 

higher in number per volume, do not deteriorate the monotonic properties of AM parts to a significant 

extent [20]. In addition, excessive laser power can diminish the occurrence of any unmelted/partially 

melted powder particle in the specimens, thus reducing the possibility of having LoF defects [43]. On the 
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other hand, LoF specimens in this study were fabricated with 10%-20% less energy density compared to 

the recommended one resulting in 0.056%-0.571% defect volume fraction in the specimens, which had 

no apparent effect on the tensile strengths of the L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens. However, the decrease 

(20%) in ductility (i.e., %EL) in LoF specimens in this study can be attributed to the higher fraction of 

volumetric defects compared to the recommended one. Volumetric defects acting as crack initiation sites 

of fracture contributed to the early onset of final fracture compared to the recommended one [20]. Voisin 

et al. [34] also reported that ductility (i.e., %EL) of AM Ti-6Al-4V is strongly correlated to the defect 

population present in the specimens. Furthermore, all the L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V studied here exhibited higher 

tensile strengths (i.e., Sy and Su) but comparable ductility (i.e., %EL) compared to the wrought T-6Al-4V 

collected from MMPDS [42]. Based on the above discussion, it is evident that the monotonic test alone is 

not sufficient for the qualification and certification of AM parts; additional tests (e.g., fatigue) need to be 

conducted to confirm the quality of AM parts for critical load-bearing applications.  

 

 
Summary and Conclusions 

 
 This study investigated the defect distribution and tensile properties of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V 

fabricated using different process parameters. Tensile properties were correlated with defect types and 

density. The findings of this study can be summarized as follows: 

 

• Upon variation of process parameters, defect distribution of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V changed. 

Insufficient energy density resulted in more defect contents than excessive energy density during 

the fabrication.  

• L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimens even fabricated with defects using non-optimized process parameters 

exhibited comparable tensile strength to the recommended one. 

• Defects in Ti-6Al-4V specimens negatively impacted the ductility compared to the recommended 

one, contributing to the early onset of the final fracture. 
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